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In a previcrus paper the authors used an algorithm for a bijection from the st?t F of all 
functions with nonnegative integral value defined on a Young tableau frame cf, onto the set E 
of all reverse plane partitions (rpp) on C$ in their new proof of R,P. Stanley’s generating 
function for rpp. The algorithm gave new and clear combinatorial significance to the hook 
numbers of 4 as lengths of zigzag paths, but left open the question of invariance of the bijection 
under interchange of the roles of rows and columns. 
Here this invariance is proved and the bijection is generalized to allow the entries to be in 
any linearly ordered additive group. The new algorithms involve n-tuples of paths and use the 
discreteness of the frame to introduce quantum falls or rises in the entries. New light is shed by 
considering a tableau frame to be a union of certain rectangles and the hook number of a node 
to be the number of these rectangles containing the node. 
In [2] the authors used an algorithm for a bijection from the set F of all 
functions with nonnegative integral values defined on a Young tableau frame 4 
onto the set E ol’ all reverse plane partitions (rpp) on 4 in their new proof of R.P. 
Stanley’s generating function for rpp. The algorithm gave new and clear com- 
binatorial significance to the hook numbers of C$ as lengths of zigzag paths but left 
open the questior, of invariance of the bijection under interchange of the roles of 
rows and columns. 
Here this invariance is proved and the bijection is generalized to allow the 
entries to be in any linearly ordered additive group. The new algorithms involve 
n-tuples of paths and use the discreteness of the frame to introduce quantum falls 
or rises in the entries. New light is shed by considering a tableau frame to be a 
union of certain rectangles containing the node. 
Stanley’s generating function is derived in [3]; also see [4, Proposition 18.3, 
p. 2701. The wide range of appearances of tableaux is shown in the papers of the 
report [ 11. 
An example at the close of this paper illustrates the major concepts. 
1. 
EetA=Z%ZandA”= and + are the integers and positive 
integers, respectively. In A. let (i, j)’ = (i, i). If p = (a, 6) and v = (c, d) are in A, 
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CL s v means that both a N -C c and b s (1. For v in A +, the rectangle R[v] consists of 
all ~1 in A’ with p s V; for A in A bat not in A+, R[h] is the empty set. For each 
k in Z, the ckgonal Ak consists of all (i, j) in A with j - i = k. Also, Ak and Bk 
are the bijections of A onto itself with 
Ak(i,j)=(i+k,j), Bk(i.j)=(i,j+k). 
If 0 c A, the rim of fl consists of all A in fi such that ABA is not in 0. 
2. Frames 
A (Young tableau) frame is a nonempty union 4 of a finite family of rectangles 
R[v]; i.e., a frame is a nonempty finite subset 4 of A+ such that v E 4, p E A+, 
and p s v imply p E #. The frame 4 may also be characterized in the forms 
4={(i,j)( l<ieu, lSjSpi)=((i, j)l lSjSu, lSiSqi}, 
where u, v, the pi, and the qj are integers with 
In what follows, 4 (and its pi and qj) are fixed, a lattice point in 4 is called a node, 
and a node in the rim of 4 is a rimnode. The nodes & = (i, 1) with 1 c i sql and 
qi = ( 1, j) with 1 s j s p, are the edgenodes of 4. 
The trqr,spose of 6 is the frame 4* = {v’ 1 v E 4). 
3. Function on q3 
A function N from #B to z is a numbering. Let G be a fixed linearly ordered 
additive group. Thtin a map is a function M from A to G such that M(v) 3 0 for 
all nodes v and M(A) = 0 when A is not a node. If N is a numbering and M is a 
map, N l A4 denotes the sum of the additive “powers” N(v) l M(v) over all nodes 
1’. Also, m is the function from A to G with w(A*) = M(A). The hook 
nurnbernng is the H with H(v) equal to the number of rimnodes p with v s p for 
all nodes v. The unity numbering U has U(v) = 1 for all nodes v. 
A (reverse pla.ne) partition is a map P such that p, v E 4 and p s v imply 
P(F) s P(v). The zero map M, with M(A) = 0 for a41 A, -will be denoted by 0. We 
also may call 0 the xro partition. 
4. Paths 
Let a=(a,,a,) and P==(b,,b,) be in A with u,ab, and u2db2. Then an 
(a&-plthisasubset V={A,,A,,...,A,}ofA withz=u,-b,+b,-u,+l,aras 
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the initiul point A,, p as the final point AZ, and the (II+ 1 )-st point Ah+ l either 
A ‘Ah or BAcl. We note that the hth point Ah is on the diagonal Ak with 
k =u 2--a,+h-1.. 
If V={A,, . . .,A,} and W={pl,. . ., CL,} are (a, @)-paths with Ah c ph for 
1 s h 5 z, we write V< W. Also, V c W means that Vs W and Vf W. 
It is easily seen that the rim of the frame 4 is an (a, P)-path with cu = (q,, 1) and 
p = (1, p,) and that the hook number for a node (i, j) is the number of nodes in 
the part of the rim path from (qi, j) to (i, pj ). 
5. The P to M algorithm 8 
Now our algorithm of [2] is improved slightly to have it apply to maps (and 
partitions) with entries in G rather than in 2. 
Let Cyj = (qj, j) and pi = (i, pi ). Let P be a partition and Pf 0. Since P( i, j; is a 
nondecreasing function of i, P(ai ) > 0 for some i with 1~ j < p, and we let s be 
the smallest such j. We wish to define a path V[P] = {A,, . . . , A,}. Let A, = a, and 
assume that A I, . . . , A,, have been defined. If (i) A ‘A,, is a node and P(A -‘Ah) = 
P(AI, ), let Ah+ 1= A - ‘Ah. If (i) does not hold bnt (ii) BA.,, is a node, let Ah + l = BAI,. 
If neither (i) nor (ii) is true, A,, is the final node A,. Clearly, AZ is of the form fir 
with 1 G rsq, and we let ?T[P] denote the node (v, s). 
Let the faZl f[P] be the minimum of P(A)-P(A-‘A) over all A in V[P] such 
that A ‘A is not in V[P]. Then let P* be defined by 
P*(A) = P(A)-f[P] for A in V[P], 
P*(p)=P(& for cr. not in V[P]. 
It follolvs from the definitions that f[P]> 0 and that P* is a partition. .\lso, if 
P* # 0 and rr[P*] = r[P], one has V[P*]< V[P]. 
Now P determines a sequence of partitions defined by 
pew - (k+it - p 
7 P = [p’k’]* when Pck) # 0. 
This sequence ends after a finite number of steps with a Pcd’ = 0 since distinct P’k) 
have distinct V[Pfk’] and there are a finite number of paths in 4. The number d of 
stages required to convert P into 0 by this process is the degree of P. 
Now let M = 0(P) be the map such that M(v) is the sum of the falls f[P’“‘] for 
all k such that n[P’“‘] = v. It is easy to see that H . 8(P) = U . P. One can also 
modify the procedures of [2] to show without great difficulty that 8 is a bijection 
onto the set of all maps. We omit the details since these results will follow from 
Theorems 1 and 2 below. 
The algorithm for 8 may be applied to any frame, in particular to 4’. Hence we 
can let O’(P) be the map [O(PT)j? There seems to be little reason to expect that 
8’ = 8, but we show below that this equaiity does hold. 
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6. Nets and sweeps 
For each node v = (a, b), let p[v] be the rimnode on the diagonal Ah-, and let 
t[v] be the integer t such that (AB)‘v =p[v]. Also let e[v] be the edgenode 
(a+t[v], 1) and q[v] be the edgenode (1, b+t[v]). 
If V& v, <* l l G Vs, with each Vk an (a, P)-path completely contained in 4, 
the numbering N = N[ Vo, . . . . V,], with N(A) = 1 when A is in at least one of the 
paths Vk and N(A) = 0 otherwise, is called an (s, cy, p)-net; a (t[v], t[v], q[v])-net 
is called a v-net. 
Let M be a fixed map. For each node v, we let the sweep S(v) be the maximum 
of N l Ad for all v-nets N and call a net N on which this maximum is assumed a 
v-sweepnet. If A is not a node, llet S(A) =O. 
Now let P= q(M) be the map with P(v) = S(v)-S(ABv). It is easily seen that 
the algorithm for <p is symmetric in the coordinates i and j of nodes; i.e., one has 
cp(M”) = [q(M)r when v, is also allowed to operate on maps defined on CbT. We 
show next that <p(M) is always a partition and later that cp = 8-l. 
7. Tke parity constrWtion 
Several of the results below depend on constructions similar to that used in the 
proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let N = NIVo, . . . , V,] be an (r, (Y, @-net and N’= N[V& . . . , V:_,] be 
an (r - 1, Ac-q @)-net. Then there Iexist an (r, Aa, p)-net Q and an (r - 1, ac, p)-net 
0’ such that 
N(v)+N’(v)~Q(v)+Q”(v) for all v in 4. 
Proof. Let cw = (a,, a,). .Then any node (i, j) in any of the Vi with i = a, + 1 must 
be in V:_, since VL G Vi_, . Hence we can modify the VL with k c r - 1 so that the 
only (i, j) with i = a, + 1 in one of these VL is ,4ac and so that the new N’ has the 
value 1 whenever the old one did. This does not cause a loss of generality. We 
_-qal rnnct- xt paths Wk for Q and WL for Q’. Let the nirst node of each Wk be 
Aa. For a fixed h, the hth nodes of the Vk and ths (SI + l)st nodes of the Vi are 
all on the salme diagonal and so can be numbered together as pi with pas pl s 
l . . s pzr. Then we let the (h + l)st node of Wk be p2k and the hth node of WL be 
pZk+,. It is easily seen that the Wk are (Acr, @)-pat’fis and the WL are (cu, @)-paths. 
It is also clear that N(v) + N’(v) = 1 implies Q(v) d- Q’(v) a 1. If N(v) + N’(v) = 2, 
we must have pi = v = Eci with i < j. Then pi = pi+, . Since i and i + 1 have opposite 
parity, this implies Q(v) + Q’(v) = 2. This completes the proof. 
2. If N is art (r, (x, /3)-net and N’ is an (r - 2, a, B-‘@)-net, there exist an 
fr- 1, ti P)-net Q and an (r- 1, ac, B-‘@)-net Q’ with 
N(v)+N’(v)~Q(v)+Q’(v) for all v in 4. 
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The proof of this result is similar to that for Lemma 1 and is omitted. Also, we 
note that Lemmas 1 and 2 can be “transposed” into new results by interchanging 
the roles of the coordinates i and j of lattice points (and thus interchanging A arJ 
B, a! and 0, etc.). 
Theorem 1. q(M) is a partition P such that H l M = U l P. 
Proof. The definition P(v) = S(v) - S(ABv) easily implies 
S(v)=P(v)+P(ABv)+P(A*B*v)+~~~+P(p[v]) 
for all nodes v. If v is an edgenode (i, 1) or (1, j), there is a v-net N with N(p) = 1 
for all p in R = R[p[v]] and so S(v) is the sum of the M(p) for all p in R. Then 
Summing thk over all the edgenodes, one obtains H l M = U l P. 
Now it suffices to show that P(v)< P(Av) when both v and Av are nodes and 
to note that similarly P(v) < P(Bv) when v and Bv are nodes. The desired 
P(v) s P(Aep) is equivalent to 
S(v)+S(A*Bv)sS(Av)+S(ABv). 
Let p[v] = p, t[v] = t, e[v] = & and q[v] = q. Since the rim of 4 is a path, either (i) 
p[Av] = Ap or (ii) p[Av]= B-‘p. In case (i), t[Av] = t, ~[Av] = AT, and ~[Av] = 
q. In case (ii), t[‘Lsv]= t - 1, [[Av]= & and ~[Av] = B-‘q. 
Let N be a v-sweepnet and N’ be an A*Bv-sweepnet. Then Lemma 1 in case 
(i) and Lemma 2 in case (ii) tell us that there exist an Av-net Q and an ABv-net 
Q’ with N(v) + N’(v) s Q(v) + Q’(v) for all nodes v. Then, as desired, 
S(v)+S(A*Bv)=N- M+N’- MsQ. M+Q’. MsS(Av)+S(ABv). 
8. Pivots for 
The proof below that <p = 8-l is based on the study of the effect on P = q(M) of 
certain changes in the entries M(v). 
Let M be a fixed map, T = (r, s) be a fixed node, and A be the set of nodes v 
with rr <p[v]. Then there exists a v-net K with N(q) = 1 if and only if v E A. 
Also, A consists of the (i, j) in 4 with s-q+j-isp,-r. 
Now let r be the set of all y in A such that N(n) = 1 for at least one 
y-sweepnet N and let U be the rim of K It is clear that if one increases M(T) by 
e and does not change the other M(v), one thus increases by e the sweeps S(y) 
with y in I? We will see that if e is limited properly, the S(p) with ,U not in r do 
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not change; if 7r is also specialized, one can readily determine the resulting 
change> in the P(v). 
Now we define rr to be a pivot for M if Mjh) = 0 for all A in R = R[(AB)%]. 
Lemma 3. Let 7c = (r, s) be a pivot for M, (Y = (qs, s) and p = (r, p,). Let r be 
defined, as above, in terms of T. Then 
(i) r = 4’ n A, where 4’ is a subframe of 4. 
(ii) The rim U of r is an (a, @)-path. 
Proof. For (i) let y E r and le:: p = A--‘y E A. We wish to show that p E r. Let N 
be a p-sweepnet. We know that there is a y-sweepnet N with N’(r) = 1. If some 
path of N enters R = R[(AB)%], one could modify N into a p-sweepnet NC, 
with N,,(n) = 1 (and thus have p in r) by replacing nodes v with M(v) = 0 by 
other nodes. Hence we may assume that no path of N intersects R. 
Now an even-odd construction, as in Section 7, applied to N and N’ results in a 
p-net Q and a y-net Q’ such that N(v) + N’(v) G Q(v) + Q’(v) for all nodes v. 
This construction places T in a path of 0; i.e. Q(n) = 1. Also, 
By definition of sweepnet, Q’ l MC N’ l M. Hence Q l M 2 N l M, Q is a p- 
sweepnet, and p E r. 
Similarly, y E r and v =B-‘~EA imply VEK Hence y~r implies R[y]nAs 
I: Then we let 6’ be the union of the R[y] foi all y in r and have r = c#B’~ A.
For (ii), we note that the rim U of r is an (a, @)-path since it is the part of the 
rim of 4” for the band of diagonals that intersect A. 
Now we call U the T-risepath for M. 
elative sweeps and quantum rises 
im J, I, and U be defined in terms of a pivot n for M. Let A -r consist of the 
v in A and not in r. For v in A - I’, let S( v : nn) be the maximum of N l Ad for all 
v-nets N with N(V) = 1. Let the rise e be the minimum of S(v) - S(v : d for all v 
in A-I-if S#A and let e=cx: if r=A. 
NOW let g be a variable element of G and let Mg denote the map with 
M@)=gand M,(v)=M(v)for v#?T. Let &, &, S,,ande, be ther, U,S.ande 
for Mg and let P, = q(M, ). Let the cover of g be go - g + eR if & # A and let g’ = 00 
if !-” = A. The definitions of r and e imply that rP = r, for g < h < g’ and that rE 
is a proper subset of Th when h = g’ # 00. 
We &fine a sequence g”’ in G by g”” = 0 and g’ i +’ ) = [g”‘]’ when g”) # 00 Since 
the T‘ f jr g” + ” properly includes that for gti), this .sequence must end witt: some 
(1 I _ g -7. 
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Le a 4. In G, if h > 0 there is an element g with 0 s g c h c g’. 
Proof. One of the g’” will serve as g. 
Lemma 5. Ug =U, for gd<g’ and U,<U,, for h=g’#oo. 
Proof. This follows from the statements above about the I% and :.he fact that the 
risepath U is the rim of K 
Lemma 6. (i) If yd” and gsh, $,W-SnW=h-g~ 
(ii) If p is not in & and g s h s g’, then S&4 = S&). 
(iii) If g=zhsg’, &,(y)-P&)=h-g for YE UR and &,(cc)=&(cc) for F not 
in UE. 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from the dennitions of I’, S, and g’. Using these 
parts, the definition P(v) = S(v) - S(ABV), and the fact that Up consists of the y 
in & with ABy not in &, one establishes (iii). 
Lemma 7. Let m=(r,s) be a pivot for M, a=(q,,s), pi=(i,iji) for lsisq,, 
M(v) = h > 0, and q(M) = P. Then 
(a) P(ar) > 0. 
(b) For i <r, there does not exist an (CX, /$)-path b’ such that P(A-‘A) = P(A) 
whenever both A-% and A are in V. 
Proof. Lemma 4 tells us that 0 s g c h c g’ for some g in G. Since cy is in the 
(cu, &)-path UR, it then follows from Lemma 6 (iii) that 
P(ar)=P&)=P&)+h-gab-g>O. 
This proves (a). Now let i C r and V = {A,, . . . , A,} be an ((w, Pi)-path. Now Al is 
also in UR. Let k be the largest subscript such that hk is in UR. Then k <z (and 
hk+l is not in U,) since the final node of V is a pi with i < r and U has no (a, 6) 
with a <r. If Ak+, = BAk, the hypothesis i <r would force UR and V to intersect 
after Ak, contradicting the choice of k. Hence Ak+l = A-‘Ak. Then &(Ak+,)s 
P,(Ak) since PR is a partition. When we produce P = &I from PR by adding h - g 
along Ug, one finds that P(Ak+,)<P(Ak), as Ak+l is not in UR. Since both Ak and 
Ak-I-1 =A-‘Ak are in V, this proves (b). 
Let U be the n-risepath for M. Let Al, and v be nodes with v either Ap or 
BP. Let P’= q(M) and P(p) = P(v). Then p and v are both in iJ or are both not in 
U. 
The proof is similar to th;t for Lemma 7 (b) and is omitted. In the next section, 
partial converses to Lemma 8 are obtained by specializing m further. 
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10. x-pivots 
A node n=(r,s) with M(i,j)=O for j<s and M(i,s)=O for i>r is an x-pivot 
for M. Clearly, an x-pivot for M is a pivot for M. The material of this section can 
be “transposed” into results on y-pivots. 
Lemma 9. Eet both y and Ay be in the risepatli. U of an x-piuot w = (r, s) for M 
and let q(M) = P. Then P(y) = P(Ay). 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that y and Ay are in r but neither ABy nor A’By 
is in IY Since P(y) s P(Ay) follows from Theorem 1, it suffices to show that 
P(y) .a PC Ay) or the equivalent 
s(y) + S(A%y) a StAyI + S(A&). (1) 
There are two cases: one with p[Ay]= A&] and the other with p[Ay] = 
B-‘p[y]. For the first case, we can let 
PLYI = P, thl= t = d&l, Sk] = 4, S[Arl= AS, +I= rl = dAyI. 
LetQ=N[W,,,..., W,] be a (t, A& q)-net that is an Ay-sweepnet with Q(w) = 1. 
Let Q’=N[W:,,..., W: ,] be a (t - 1, & q)-net that is an ABy-sweepnet. 
Let 5 = (a, 1). We may assume that the only node (a + 1, j) on a Wk with k < t is 
At. Because m is an x-pivot for M, we may assume that no one of the Wk or WL 
has a node (i, j) with both j < s and i < a. Also? we may assume that only WC, and 
W:) have nodes (i, s) with i <a. 
On each diagonal Al, that meets the W;, let hhk be the node in Wk and A,‘,, be 
the node in WL. Using an even-odd construction as in Action 7 if necessary, we 
may assume that 
We seek a y-net [i.e_ a (t, 5, rl)-net] N = N[V,,, . _ . , Vl] and an A’By-net [i.e., a 
( t - 1, A& q)-net] N’ = N[V,‘). . . . : Vi__, ] such that 
M(A)=0 when N(A)+N’(A)~Q(A)+Q’(A), 
since this implies N. M+N’a MsQ. M-t-Q’. ~4-1 S(Ay)+S(ABy) and thus 
implies ( I). 
Now we let V. = W. and for 12 k s t construct VL -, and Vk from parts of 
WL- 1 and Wk. A node common to Wk _ , and Wk will be called a k-break. The 
parts of W;_, and Wk from one k-break up to and including the next k-break in 
either direction (or up to and including 5 or q if no k-break intervenes) form a 
k-pair #?f corresponding pieces. A node that is neither a k-break nor a (k + l)- 
break t bat is common to Wk and WL is a k-contact. 
I! a k, 2ce of 1 is used for VL. , and the corj+esponding piece of Wk is used 
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for Vk, we say that the left choice is made for this k-pair. The right choice is the 
reverse of the left choice. Our objective will be achieved if our choices make 
N(&+N’(p)=2 for all contact nodes p since we are constructing N and N’ SO 
that N(v) +N’(v) =t 2 for all break nodes v and N(A)+N’(A) = 1 whenever 
Q(A)+Q’(h)= 1. 
For k = 1, the left choice is made whenever the piece of Wr intersects the part 
of W. from 7t to q. Since Vi_, and W, should have the same initial point A& 
while V, and W:_, have the same initial point 5, for k = t the right choice must be 
made from the initial points up to the first t-break; after this break the left choice 
is made. If the piece of Wk from a k-pair and the piece of W; from a (k + 1 )-pair 
share a k-contact and a choice has been made for one of these pairs, the same 
choice is made for the other pair. This rule isTHGRTHRTHTRHTHTRH used to transfer choices to as many 
pairs as possible. If some pair does not receive a choice this way, the choice is 
made arbitrarily and the transfer process used again. This is continued until all 
choices are made. One thus obtains the desired nets N and N’ unles some pair 
has both the left and the right choice transferred to it. 
We now have to show that such a double transfer is impossible. It could only 
happen if there were a sequence Go,. . . , pn of contact nodes with the following 
six properties. 
(1) pl is the only O-contact among the pi and pl is on the part of W. from 7r to 
rl. 
(2) cc, is a (t - I)-contact and is on the part of W:- 1 from c to the first t-break. 
(3) If lo, is a k-contact and pi+ 1 is an h-contact, hE{k-l,k,k+l). 
(4) If p; is a k-contact and pi+1 is a (k + 1 )-contact, the piece of Wi containing 
pi and the piece of Wk+ I containing pi+, form a (k + 1)-pair. 
(5) If @i is a k-contact and pi+ 1 is a (k - 1)-contact, the piece of Wi_, through 
pi+ 1 and the piece of Wk through pi form a k-pair. 
(6) If ~i and pi+1 are both k-contacts, they are both on the same piece of WL 
or are both on the same piece of Wk. 
If a sequence of pi with these six properties existed, one could construct an 
Ay-net L = ZV[ Uo, . . . , V,] and an A&-net L’ = N[ UA, . . . , U:._,] in the follow- 
ing manner. Let U, = Wt. For 0 G k < t, we use Wk and W; to fabricate U, and 
u;. 
If A is in both Wk and Wi, we put it in both Uk and Vi. If A is in only one of 
W, and W; and A #A& we cal it k-even if there are an even number of the 
special contact points pi between A and rg on Wk or on W; and cal A k-odd 
otherwise. Then A& the k-even nodes of Wk, and the k-odd nodes of WL make 
up U, while vl; consists of the k-odd nodes of Wk and the k-even nodes of W;. 
Clearly L(A)+ L’(A) = 1 when Q(A)+ Q’(A) = 1 and L(fi)+ L’(y) = 2 for all con- 
tact nodes p. The properties (l)-(6) of the sequence of pi ensure that if v is a 
k-break then v is k-even [or k-odd] if and only if v is (k - I)-even [or 
(k - l)-odd]. It follows that L(V) + L'(V ) = 2 for all break nodes v. Hence 
L(A) + L’(A) 2 Q(A) + Q’(A) for ah A. 
This implies that L’ is an A&-sweepnet. But 7r is in Q’, since p1 is the only pi 
between 7~ and r( on W,, and hence 7r is O-odd. Then L’(Z) = 1 contradicts the 
fact that ABy is not in K Therefore no sequence of fki satisfying (l)-(6) exists. 
This proves the case with p[Ay] = Apry]; tl e other case is similar. 
11. 8 and <p are inverses 
The following result implies that c) and cp are bijections and hence that 
cc(M9 = [(F(iwJ’-. 
Proof. We ;rse induction on the degree d of ?. The only partition of degree zero 
is 0. Since 8(O) = 0 and q(O) =O, the theorem is true for d =O. 
Now assume the result true when the degree is d - 1 a0 and let P have degree 
d. Then the partjftion P* (described in Section 5) has degree d - 1. So we let 
M”= 8(Y’) and may assume that cp( M”) = P*. 
Let 7r = (r, s) = m[P]. Then the fallpath V = V[P] is an (at, P)-path with (Y = 
(yI, s) and CJ = t r, p, 1. Since P* is produced by subtracting the %a11 f[P] from each 
Y(v) along V an4 leaving the other P(A) unchanged, P*(AV,kP*(v)+‘lP]>O 
when w is in V and Av is not. 
The definition c)f n[P] implies that P(i, i> = 0 for i < s. Hence P*(i, i) = 0 for 
j -=c s. Then it follows from Lemma 7 (a) that M*( i, j) = 0 for j =C s. When ,4 ‘A and 
A are both in V, PM ‘A) = P(A) and hence P*(A- ‘A) = P”(A); this and Lemma 
7 (b) im,?ly that M*( i. s ) = 0 for i > r. Hence 7~ is an x-pivot for M* and the 
n-risepath U” for h/l* is also an (cx, /3)-path. 
Let v be a node in both U* and V. (One such Irode is cw ). If A ‘Z’E V, then 
PiA ‘v)=PCv) and so P*(A-‘v)=P*(v); this and Lemma IS imply that A-k 
U*. Conversely, if A ’ v E I/*, then P*(A %j = P*(v) by Lemma 9 and it follows 
thai P( A ’ VI = P( vi and then A ’ v E V. The definition of path then implies that 
Bv is in both CJ* and V or is in neither path. Hence U* = V. 
Let M*:(m) = g and let Ml, be the map with M&) = h and k&(A)= M*(A) for 
A 7 n. Let f be the fall f[P]. Our proof that U” = V also shows that the T-risepath 
U!, for M,, is V for g 511 (g-~f, i.e., g+fag’. Rut this implies that c~(M,,~)= P 
and the proof is finished. 
2. nother algorithm for t) 
It foli~ws from Theorem 2 and the property &MT) = [q(M’ Jr that O(PT) = 
[e(P) J“. This commutativity of 6, with the transpose operator motivates a search 
for arl akorithm fur c) that treats rows and columns identically; we have not yet 
fount1 h lch an algorithm except for the unsatisfactory double effort process 
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indicated by 8(P) = (O(P) +[O(P’>r}/2. However, we next describe an algorithm 
for 8 which uses analogues of nets and sweeps. 
Let a [?,a, @j-fete be a t-tuple T=(W,, . . . , Wt) with Wk+l an 
(A-kB--kar, A-kB--kp) -path for 0s k C t and with these paths Wk disjoint. If P is 
a partition and 7’ is a rete, let the x-dip Q(P, T) be the sum of all differences 
P(AA.)-P(A) for which A and Ah are in the same path Wk of T. 
For i < 1, let pi =pl and let 4* consist of the A =(i,j) in A with i cql and 
lsjsp,. If ~_~=(a,b) is in 4*, let +)=(q& and ?(~)=(a-l,p,_,). 
Let P [and hence M = e(P)] be tied. Then let X(p) be the minimum value of 
DJP, T) over the [6, ar(~), /3(p)]-retes T with all paths completely in 4*. It can 
be shown, by induction on the degree of P, that X(p) is the sum of the values of 
M(p) for all p in R[a(&] and not in R[A-‘~1. Then it easily follows that 
M(p)=X(p)+X(AB-‘CL)-X(Ap)-X(B -‘CL). 
Clearly, there is also an algorithm for 8 using analogously defined y-dips. 
13. AR illustration 
As in a matrix, i and i are used in the following example as row and column 
numbers, respectively. The row lengths for the frame are giver. by (pl, . . . , ps) = 
(6,5,4,4, 1) and hence the column lengths are (ql, . . . , q6) = (5,4,4,4,2,1). The 
hook numbers are given by H(i, j) = pi - i + qj - j + 1. Section 5 has one al&?orithm 
for obtaining M from P and Section 12 has another that uses X. Sectiori 6 tells 
how to find S and then P from M. 
l-l P M S X 
1087631 0 0 0 1 3 4 C) 0 1 2 0 1 964534 024954 
X6541 0 1 14 4 0 100 1 49644 02362 
6432 0135 0110 2485 0125 
5321 0235 0 0 0 3 0235 0003 
1 0 0 0 0 
Here n[P]= (3,2) and V[P]={(4,2), (4,3), (3,3), (3,4)}, the risepath U of the 
x-pivot (3,2) for h9 is {(4,2), (4,3), (4,4), (3,4)}, and H l M = 3 I = U - P. The 
calculation of an entry in M using X is shown by 
M(l,6)=X(1,6)+X(2,5)-X(2,6)-X(1,5)=4+2-0--5= 1. 
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